WOULD NSA’S NEW BIG
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
APPROACH HAVE
NOTICED THE ARAB
SPRING?
Someti
me in
2011,
I was
on a
panel
with
the
Democr
acy
Now’s
Sharif
Kouddous — whose tweeting from Tahrir Square
played an important role in keeping the world
informed after Hosni Mubarak shut down the
Internet. I mentioned that DiFi had been
bitching for months because the CIA and other
intelligence agencies had missed the Arab
Spring.
Who had followed Sharif on Twitter, I asked?
(Probably half the rather large room raised
their hands.) Because if you had, you knew more
about the Arab Spring than the CIA did.
Which is the underlying context to the
NBC/Greenwald report that GCHQ collects data
from Facebook and YouTube to try to monitor the
mood of the world.
The demonstration showed that by using
tools including a version of
commercially available analytic software
called Splunk, GCHQ could extract
information from the torrent of
electronic data that moves across fiber
optic cable and display it graphically

on a computer dashboard. The
presentation showed that analysts could
determine which videos were popular
among residents of specific cities, but
did not provide information on
individual social media users.
The presenters gave an example of their
real-time monitoring capability, showing
the Americans how they pulled trend
information from YouTube, Facebook and
blog posts on Feb. 13, 2012, in advance
of an anti-government protest in Bahrain
the following day.
More than a year prior to the
demonstration, in a 2012 annual report,
members of Parliament had complained
that the U.K.’s intelligence agencies
had missed the warning signs of the
uprisings that became the Arab Spring of
2011, and had expressed the wish to
improve “global” intelligence
collection.
During the presentation, according to a
note on the documents, the presenters
noted for their audience that “Squeaky
Dolphin” was not intended for spying on
specific people and their internet
behavior. The note reads, “Not
interested in individuals just broad
trends!”

What we’re seeing is how NSA would go about
amassing public data to try to learn what the
rest of us can read by following Twitter
attentively. [see update]
I won’t comment much on the technical ability
here (which involve contractors to collect the
data), and I’ll only applaud that Facebook has
finally been exposed as the perfect surveillance
app it is.
But there seem to be several problems with the
analysis they’re doing (though MSNBC did not
include the script for its PowerPoint). Aside

from what seems to be an Orientalism built into
the analysis…

And some half-assed PsychoLOLogy…

Nowhere does this presentation distinguish
between the propaganda social media accounts and
the legitimate ones — a known problem of social
media analysis going back years (which has,
because of the all the competing parties
involved, been particularly acute in Syria).
Perhaps they deal with this, but this analysis
seems ripe for spamming by propaganda,
particularly if it came from frenemies who know
GCHQ and NSA use such analysis.
Now, presumably someone somewhere else in the
combined Intelligence Communities of the US and
UK would actually sit down and read the social
media of a potential hotspot, which is the way a
bunch of Tweeps in their pajamas can get a sense
of what’s going on without collecting all the
social media data for an entire country first.
Such an approach uses the hive mind you acquire

on social media, with the built in assurances
from trusted interlocutors.
After the Arab Spring, the Intelligence
Communities of a number of nations got their
asses kicked because none of them are well
suited to figure out what non-elites are doing.
But from the looks of things, they just hired
some contractors with bad attitudes to have
something to offer up, no matter how dubiously
effective.
Update: My statement was inaccurate. They got
this data by tapping the cables.

